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ABSTRACT

The personality of a child is determined by genetical and environmental factors. Parenting style is the first environment that makes a major contribution in shaping a child's personality. This study uses a qualitative descriptive method by collecting data through visits to respondents. The data collection techniques are interviews and documentation. Data analysis techniques include data reduction, data presentation, drawing conclusions and verification. Research shows that parents try to apply Islamic parenting to their children through psychological, mental, faith education, religious enthusiasm, moral and social education, including honesty, treating children fairly, and beauty education. Factors that support parents to successfully apply Islamic parenting are motivation from parents, living environment, and parents’ education. The inhibiting factors for parents in applying Islamic parenting to their children are the busyness of the parents, socioeconomic conditions, and the parenting model that parents have got since they were born.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Children are born and created in a family. Family is a place for educating, parenting, introducing children to the environment, and developing all members’ skills
in order to do their function in the community well (Gunarsa, 2000). A family is the smallest institutions in the society that at least consist of a father, a mother, and a child. They are connected as the result of a marriage and blood, or also possibly connected by adoption. From the connection comes an inner connection so that they influence, care, and rely on each other.

The success key to the family function is supposed to be in the hand of parents as the family controller. A family as the first institution for children has important roles in teaching a good parenting to the children. Childhood is the time when children’s brains grow very much at the age of 0 – 6, which is also known as golden age. Therefore, the family as the first educator for children needs to support educational activities for early childhood as stated in Law Number 2 of 1989 article 28 C paragraph 2 which states that every child has the right to develop himself/ herself through fulfilling his or her basic needs, has the right to education and obtains the benefits of science and technology, and art and culture to improve the quality of life and for the welfare of mankind (BKKBN, 2017).

There are at least 3 (three) forms of family. They are nuclear family, extended family, and blended family. Nuclear family is often interpreted as a family consisting of father, mother, and children. Extended family consists of father, mother, children, grandparents, uncles, or aunts. Meanwhile, the blended family, or in Javanese terms, is called the trah family, which consists of the nuclear family plus children from the previous husband or wife's marriage.

The term parenting refers to the way parents choose to educate and raise their children (Engle et al., 2011; Grunewald & Rolnick, 2007; Naudeau, Kataoka, Valerio, Neuman, & Elder, 2011; Siraj-Blatchford et al., 2003). In practice, parenting includes taking care of eating, drinking, clothing, housing, and ensuring the success of their growth and development until the child grows up. According to Ahmad Tafsir in (Djamarah, 2014), parenting is education. Thus, parenting is defined as a consistent and persistent effort in caring for and guiding children from the time they are born to adulthood.

Parents in families that provide care for children are educators. The personality of parents as educators is not only the basis for their behavior, but also becomes an exemplary for their children in their later development. The best educators are educators who have a mujama'înna personality who are bound by a strong belief in God's power and carry out religious law properly and are fully aware that God is always watching over their life activities (Warsah & Uyun, 2019).

In the Islamic teachings, the term Islamic parenting can be interpreted as a lifelong process to prepare children to play their roles as khalifatullah in this world. Through this preparation, it is hoped that a child can contribute to the development of society in order to achieve happiness in the world and the hereafter. Islamic parenting is
synonymous with parenting centered on *tauhid*, which makes *tauhid* the basis for community development. From an Islamic perspective, parenting is not just providing physical needs, but parents must also provide Islamic values to their children.

There are several aspects in Islamic parenting: first, psychological and mental education which includes making children happy and fulfilling children's needs for love and affection; second, faith education and Islamic religious law which includes instilling the basics of faith in children, making children enjoy learning the Quran, and making children enjoy doing *dhikr*; third, moral and social education which includes honesty and treating children fairly; fourth, beauty education which includes art and reading the Quran with a beautiful voice (Jamal Abdul Hadi, 2011).

Islamic parenting greatly impacts the formation of early childhood character. The results of researches (Barni, Ranieri, Scabini, & Rosnati, 2011; Daniel et al., 2012; Knafo & Schwartz, 2012; Knafo & Spinath, 2011; Roest, Dubas, Gerris, & Engels, 2009; Yani, 2017) reveal that the impact of Islamic parenting includes: helping children become more discipline, strengthening kinship and experience sharing, and building positive habits. The steps taken by parents to implement Islamic parenting are by understanding the character of the child, strengthening patience, using a strategy of persuading slowly, providing good understanding and explanation, providing reward and punishment, providing examples, and trying to understand the child's condition.

Islamic parenting can also be applied if there are role models from parents in shaping children's personality and morals. The results of the study (Taubah, 2016) reveal that there are several roles that parents can play in shaping children's personality and morals, including: good communication, involving children in doing house chores, involving children in doing obligatory prayers, praying on time, being firm and *istiqamah* in implementing obligatory acts of worship.

Based on observations, Batak Toba families in Dairi Regency have tried to apply Islamic parenting to their children. For Batak Toba families, children are considered a symbol of the dignity of a family and will determine the future of the family. The socio-cultural system of the Batak Toba community wherever they are has a philosophy of "anakkon hi do hamoraon di au" which means that my child is my treasure. Almost the majority of parents in the Toba Batak have "marhoihoi tu dolok tu toruan" or ‘a very strong enthusiasm’ for sending their children to school for the success of their children's education (N Sigalingging, 2021).

The purpose of this study is to find out more deeply how Islamic parenting is implemented in Batak Toba families in Dairi Regency and what are the supporting and inhibiting factors for parents in applying Islamic parenting to their children. The supporting factors meant include motivation from parents, living environment, and parents’ education. The inhibiting factors meant are related to the busyness of parents,
socio-economic conditions, and the parenting model that parents get since they were born (Ahmadi, 2003).

2. METHOD

The research method used in this research is descriptive qualitative. Qualitative research is a research procedure that produces descriptive data in the form of written or oral expressions of society and observable behavior (Creswell, 2007). This research was conducted by visiting the houses of 5 (five) informants in the first and second weeks of July 2020. The reason why the researchers only used 5 (five) informants was because the geographic conditions of the research were in Muslim minority areas. To facilitate data and information acquisition, researchers developed research instruments using data collection techniques in the form of observation, interviews, and documentation studies. The researcher served as the main tool for data collection. The main data collection techniques were through interviews, explanations and documentation. The questions asked to informants were 1) parents’ identity, 2) child data, 3) application of Islamic parenting to children, 4) factors inhibiting parents in applying Islamic parenting, 5) factors supporting parents in applying Islamic parenting.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Parents’ age</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Children’s age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MMB</td>
<td>36-year-old</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Civil Servant</td>
<td>3,8-year-old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EMP</td>
<td>28-year-old</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Regional Enterprise Worker</td>
<td>2-year-old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RES</td>
<td>33-year-old</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Freelancer</td>
<td>1,7-year-old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>SH</td>
<td>28-year-old</td>
<td>Associate</td>
<td>Customer Service</td>
<td>2-year-old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>UHM</td>
<td>32-year-old</td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>Local Water Company Worker</td>
<td>4-year-old</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data analysis techniques used in this study was the interactive model Miles and Huberman in (Sugiyono, 2014). Data analysis activities include data reduction, data presentation, and conclusions or verification. This study also used triangulation to examine the validity of the data. The triangulation method used was to triangulate methods and sources by checking notes obtained from the interview, field notes, surveys, and documentation records from various data sources. The technique for testing data validity was a triangulation technique used to examine data from various sources in various ways and at different times.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This research presents the results of investigating interviews on Islamic parenting implemented by 5 (five) informants to their children.

a. The Implementation of Islamic Parenting

Based on the result of the researcher’s interview with 5 (five) informants, it is known that in the implementation of Islamic parenting in the aspects of psychology and
mental, there are 60% of parents choose to please their children and 40% of parents choose to fulfill their children’s need of love and affection.
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**Figure 2.** The Implementation of Psychological and Mental Education Aspects

Figure 2 shows that the results obtained from the interviews are in line with the results of research (Yani, 2017) which reveal that the steps parents take to implement Islamic parenting are by: understanding the child's character, strengthening patience, using strategies to persuade slowly, providing good understanding and explanations, giving rewards and punishments, giving examples, and trying to understand the child's condition (Barni et al., 2011; Daniel et al., 2012; Knafo & Schwartz, 2012; Knafo & Spinath, 2011; Roest et al., 2009).

From the results of interviews with 5 (five) informants regarding the application of Islamic parenting, it is known that in the aspect of implementing faith and religious enthusiasm education, 60% of parents choose to instill the basics of faith in their children and 40% of parents choose to make their children enjoy learning the Quran.
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**Figure 3.** The Implementation of Faith Education and Religious Enthusiasm
Figure 3 shows that the interview results are in line with the research results (Elvina, Ritonga, & Lahmi, 2021; Safi, 2019; Taubah, 2016) which reveal that there are several roles that parents can play in shaping children's personality and morals, including: communicating well, involving children in doing house chores, involving children in carrying out obligatory prayers, praying on time, firm and *istiqamah* in carrying out obligatory acts of worship.

From the results of interviews with 5 (five) informants regarding the application of Islamic parenting, it is known that in the aspect of implementing moral and social education, there are 60% of parents who choose to instill honesty in their children and 40% of parents choose to treat their children fairly.
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**Figure 4.** The Implementation of Moral and Social Education Aspect

Figure 4 shows that the results of the interviews are in line with the results of research (Yani, 2017) which reveal that the effects of Islamic parenting include: helping children to be more discipline, strengthening families and sharing experiences, and building positive habits in children. The results of this interview are also in line with the results of research (Elvina et al., 2021) which reveal that Islamic moral and parenting have an effect on obedience (Barni et al., 2011; Daniel et al., 2012; Knafo & Schwartz, 2012; Knafo & Spinath, 2011; Roest et al., 2009).

The results of interviews with 5 (five) informants on the application of Islamic parenting show that in the aspect of implementing beauty education, 60% of parents choose to instill in their children the importance of reading the Quran in a beautiful voice and 40% of parents choose to instill in their children the importance of learning and loving art.
Figure 5 shows that the results of the interviews are in line with the results of research (Yani, 2017) which reveal that the effects of Islamic parenting include: helping children to be more discipline, strengthening families and sharing experiences, building positive habits in children.

**b. Supporting Factors of Islamic Parenting Success**

Based on the results of interviews with 5 (five) informants, it is found that 3 (three) of them believe that motivating themselves as parents to educate their children to become the best is an absolute agreement between husband and wife. The parents believe that with their high motivation they will find their children become independent individuals. The results of the interviews are in line with the result of research (Sari, N, Susilawati, & Nasrullah, 2018) reveals that children’s personal independence is influenced by the parenting. The factors that influence parenting are parents’ involvement, parents’ stress, experiences, parents’ roles and the type of parenting applied.

2 (two) informants reveal that the supporting factor for them to implement Islamic parenting is the living environment. These informants live close to the mosque where parents are greatly helped by the atmosphere of the environment. The results of this interview are in line with the results of research (Handyani, 2019) which reveal that the environment is the most important factor in the development of children both physically and psychologically. Wrong parenting patterns can also affect the children’s personality.

The results of interviews with 5 (five) informants show that all of them agreed on the importance of parents’ education and knowledge in supporting the formation of good parenting patterns. The results of this interview are in line with the results of research (Edy, CH, Sumantri, & Yetti, 2018) which reveal that the importance of parental involvement in educational units through family education programs has an
effect on child’s discipline, the importance of parental involvement in family education programs and democratic parenting patterns which have a better effect on child’s discipline.

**C. The Inhibiting Factors of Islamic Parenting**

The results of interviews with 5 (five) informants show that 3 (three) informants state that busy working parents are an inhibiting factor in implementing successful Islamic parenting. The results of this interview are in line with the results of research (Hidayah, Tarnoto, & Maharani, 2019) which reveal that the importance of the ability of parents to see themselves as a whole will affect the way they behave and their perceptions of the outside environment, in this case the nuclear family and extended family in overseeing the process of children development. It cannot be denied that the roles of the family in children development are needed by young couples who are busy working and have little children. In this aspect, parents need to practice self-evaluation, have an understanding with their partner, communicate thoughts and feelings, and encourage other family members to create a positive parenting atmosphere (Adalbjarnardottir & Hafsteinsson, 2001; Calafat, García, Juan, Becoña, & Fernández-Hermida, 2014; Fuentes, García, Gracia, & Lila, 2011; Gerard & Booth, 2015; Heaven, Newbury, & Mak, 2004; Im-Bolter, Zadeh, & Ling, 2013; J Jaureguizar, Bernaras, Ibabe, & Sarasa, 2012; J Jaureguizar, Ibabe, & Strauss, 2013; Joana Jaureguizar, Bernaras, Bully, & Garaigordobil, 2018; Johnson & Greenberg, 2013).

The busyness of working parents, in this case the fathers, should not affect the will of the father in helping the mother to provide good care for their children. This is as shown in the results of research (Mauerer, 2018) which reveal that in families in the European Union there is a policy targeting an increase in the contribution of men in parenting with parental (paternal) leave programs. The qualitative data reveal the challenges that arise when both parents are faced with reconciling work and family during and after parental leave. The parental (paternal) leave program, besides helping fathers' involvement in parenting, it is also part of reducing gender inequality.

The results of the interviews show that 2 (two) informants state that the parenting model that parents have got since they were born greatly influences the way they raise their children. The results of this interview are in line with the results of research (Merlina, 2010) which reveal that in the Giri Jaya Padepokan indigenous community, parents play a very great role in children's learning. In the Giri Jaya Padepokan indigenous community, discipline is also taught. Education of discipline is a guidance that aims to instill certain patterns of behavior and habits, or to form humans with certain characteristics, especially to improve mental and moral qualities. The parenting pattern that applies in Giri Jaya indigenous community is universal, in the sense that the parenting system or pattern that applies generally occurs in the community. One form of parenting pattern that is regularly carried out by the Giri Jaya Padepokan indigenous
community is that almost every child in Giri Jaya Padepokan learns the Quran, starting from learning to read and write the Quran and practice Islamic worship. This is a cultural heritage passed down from generation to generation. This parenting pattern, in turn, plays a major role in the formation of the children’s character.

4. CONCLUSION

The efforts of parents in applying Islamic parenting to their children include psychological and mental education, faith and religious spirit education, moral and social education, and aesthetic education. Motivation from parents, living environment, and parents’ education are variables that help parents succeed in Islamic parenting. It is suggested that future researchers to increase the number of informants and the duration of the research in order to further enrich the research results.
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